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BAYESIAN REVIEW

BAYESIAN BASICS:

Parameter estimation: Given a model, what parameter values are compatible with experimental data, and
with what precision can we determine them?

Can answer with Bayesian inference — ideal for detailed and systematic treatment of uncertainty

Experimental data (D) and parameters (p) are each associated with probability distributions

Bayes’ theorem relates conditional probabilities. E.g., Pr(D|p) is the probability of D, given p.

The probability that both D and p are true is

Pr(p &D) = Pr(p)× Pr(D|p) = Pr(D)× Pr(p|D)

prior× likelihood = evidence× posterior

We typically want to know Pr(p|D) ∝ Pr(p) Pr(D|p)

=⇒ need to choose a prior Pr(p) and compute the likelihood Pr(D|p) from comparison with data

Pr(D|p) ∝ e−χ2/2

with χ2 = (D −Model(p))T Σ−1 (D −Model(p))

and Σ = uncertainty covariance (exp. and theor.)

Not a magic black box — Here are some tips for using and interpreting results:
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PRIOR AND INFORMATION GAIN

PRIOR Pr(p) AND INFORMATION GAIN DKL

The prior represents knowledge or belief about
parameters before measurement

There doesn’t exist a neutral or uninformed choice

The choice of prior can significantly affect the
posterior

Should compare prior and posterior. Can quantify
the information gain

DKL ≡
∑

p

Pr(p) log

[
Pr(p)

Pr(p|D)

]
Figure 5.1: Credible intervals of the prior probability density for the specific bulk (left) and
shear (right) viscosities that we use when performing Bayesian parameter estimation. The
60%, 90% and 100% credible intervals (C.I.) are shown.

Nevertheless, we used a broad prior for ÷/s, allowing it to take either a maximum or a

minimum in the deconfinement region. By doing so we tried to limit the theoretical bias

of our prior for (÷/s)(T ). When selecting the priors for the remaining model parameters

we followed similar considerations, with the goal of ensuring that our posterior parameter

constraints will be guided as much as possible by the heavy-ion data and not by prior

prejudice.

It is important, however, to understand that in practice theoretical bias can never be

fully avoided; in certain cases they can be helpful. If highly constraining data are lacking,

exploring the reaction of the posterior distribution to di�erent prior theoretical assump-

tions can yield useful insights into the variability and reliability of model predictions. The

Bayesian theory of probability accepts the reality of theoretical bias; remember, the only

probabilities which we are able to quantify systematically are conditional probabilities. This

is not a weakness of the methodology, but the strength; we are very rarely in a position

where we have absolutely no prior information, and ignoring the information at our disposal

general leads to poorer results. Moreover, the methodology forces us to make explicit the

biases and information we bring to the analysis, rather than perhaps leaving them implicit

or neglected. Sensitivity to our prior assumptions is further explored in Ch.5.8 and Ch.6.3.

98

parameter full prior range restricted prior
range or value

– [≠0.3, 0.3] 0.0
T÷ [GeV] [0.13, 0.3] 0.154
alow [GeV≠1] [≠2, 1] 0.0
⁄’ [≠0.8, 0.8] 0
bfi [2, 8] 5
p [≠0.7, 0.7] [≠0.5, 0.5]
w [fm] [0.5, 1.5] [0.5, 1.0]
·R [fm/c] [0.3, 2] [0.3, 1.5]
(’/s)max [0, 0.25] [0.01, 0.1]
T’ [GeV] [0.12, 0.3] [0.15, 0.2]
w’ [GeV] [0.025, 0.15] [0.025, 0.1]

Table 5.3: Table of full (left) and restricted (right) parameter ranges. The restricted prior
is similar to the prior employed in Ref. [79].

Figure 5.16: The 90% posterior credible intervals of the specific bulk (left) and shear (right)
viscosities for the Pratt-Torrieri-Bernhard viscous correction model, including only observ-
ables from LHC Pb-Pb collisions at Ô

sNN = 2.76 TeV, depending on whether one uses a
more informed or less informed prior.

a second-order transport coe�cient).

Since the posterior of any Bayesian inference is proportional to the product of the

prior and likelihood function, a tightening of the prior also causes the posterior to tighten.

Insofar the results shown in Fig. 5.16 are in principle expected. However, the observed large
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EVALUATING MODELS

EVALUATING MODEL SUCCESS

Posterior does not tell the overall quality of model/fit (only relative quality
at different parameter points)

Must evaluate success of model separately

E.g., direct observable comparison of posterior predictive distributions
(right), or discrepancy relative to experimental uncertainty (below):4

FIG. 1. The 90% credible intervals for the prior (gray), the
posteriors of the Grad (blue), Chapman-Enskog (red) and
Pratt-Torrieri-Bernhard (green) models, and their Bayesian
model average (orange) for the specific bulk (left) and shear
(right) viscosities of QGP.

ized posterior of the three particlization models stud-
ied here. The high-credibility ranges for the di↵erent
particlization models show similar qualitative features;
however they di↵er significantly in detail, especially in
the low-temperature region between 150 and 250 MeV
where the Bayesian constraints tighten. Importantly, at
high temperature, the posteriors are close to the 90%
credibility ranges of the prior (gray shaded region): this
strongly suggests that measurements used in this work
do not constrain the viscosities significantly for temper-
atures & 250 MeV. At these high temperatures our re-
sults appear to di↵er significantly from previous works
such as Ref. [19]. This is mainly a consequence of
the choice of prior, P(x) in Eq. (2), which can be a
double-edged sword: strongly informed priors can over-
whelm the constraining power of the data-driven likeli-
hood P(i)(yexp|x). This is a benefit if it excludes values
of parameters that are considered unlikely on the basis of
external evidence; however, it also ties the results of the
Bayesian inference to the validity of these additional as-
sumptions. We found [30] that the apparent tighter pos-
terior constraints in Ref. [19] are a consequence of their
use of narrow priors, and not constraints from measure-
ments. In this sense, the current results are consistent
with those of Ref. [19]: constraints on the viscosities at
high temperatures originate primarily from priors, and
not from the data. This conclusion can be easily missed
without a careful comparison of posteriors and priors.
Exploring the sensitivity of conclusions to prior assump-
tions must therefore be a key component of future stud-
ies.

There is insu�cient theoretical evidence at the mo-
ment to establish which particlization model is a bet-
ter description of the process in heavy-ion collisions. In
absence of such prior theoretical insights, we use ex-
perimental measurements to judge the quality of each
particlization model. This is done by using the Bayes
evidence P(i)(yexp) from Eq. (2), which corresponds to
the average of the likelihood over the parameter space.
The Bayes evidence favors good agreement with data

FIG. 2. The 90% credible intervals of the posterior predic-
tive distribution of observables for Pb-Pb collisions at the
LHC as functions of centrality, for the Grad (blue), Chapman-
Enskog (red) and Pratt-Torrieri-Bernhard (green) particliza-
tion models. Plotted is the model discrepancy in units of
the experimental standard deviation �exp; the vertical axes
are labeled with shorthand notation y ⌘ (ymodel�yexp)/�exp

where y stands for the observable whose model discrepancy is
shown. The gray bands represent a discrepancy of one �exp

above and below zero.

(high likelihood) while disfavoring model complexity, as
additional model parameters that do not significantly
improve agreement with the data dilute the average of
the likelihood [71]. The ratio of Bayes evidences is ap-
proximately 5000:2000:1 for the Grad, Pratt-Torrieri-
Bernhard and Chapman-Enskog particlization models
respectively, clearly disfavoring the Chapman-Enskog
model.

The Bayesian evidence can be used as a data-driven ap-
proach to combine the results for the three particlization
models into one posterior distribution [72], as defined by
Bayesian Model Averaging [29]:

PBMA(x|yexp) /
X

i

P(i)(yexp)P(i)(x|yexp). (3)

This results in the orange band in Fig. 1. Being strongly
disfavored by the Bayesian evidence, the impact of the
Chapman-Enskog particlization model on the Bayesian
model average (3) is minor.

The level of agreement of each particlization model
with a representative subset of measurements is shown in
Fig. 2. The bands represent the 90% posterior predictive
distributions of observables, obtained by sampling the
parameter posterior P(i)(x|yexp). All three particliza-
tion models show reasonable agreement with the data,
giving credence to their respective posterior estimates of
the shear and bulk viscosity (and other model parame-
ters) that were inferred from the model-to-data compar-
ison. A closer look at Fig. 2 reveals tension with the
Chapman-Enskog particlization model, which struggles
at describing the pion and proton multiplicities simulta-
neously. This tension in the proton-to-pion ratio is the
origin of its small Bayes evidence. In Ref. [30] we show
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MODEL SELECTION

COMPARING/SELECTING MODELS AND OBSERVABLES AND BAYESIAN AVERAGING

Results are always interpreted in the context of a
particular model — if something is missing from a
model, this error does not appear in the results

Can compare multiple models with Bayesian
evidence Pr(i)(D) =

∫
dp Pr(i)(D|p) Pr(p)

E.g., models for the hadron distribution at
hydro→kinetic theory transition

Grad:PTB:CE ' 5000:2000:1
=⇒ CE disfavored by data

Probability-weighted Bayesian model average:
PrBMA(p,D) ∝∑i Pr(i)(D) Pr(i)(p|D)
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DEUTERONS

DIRECTED STUDY EXAMPLE: DEUTERONS (ARXIV:2203.08286)

Bayesian methods can be used for smaller,
directed studies

Heavier particles such as deuterons have a larger
sensitivity to bulk viscosity

=⇒ Deuteron measurements can be used to
better constrain ζ/s 6

FIG. 3. The differential v2 for deuterons for three central-
ity bins for Pb-Pb collisions at 2.76 TeV (left) and 5.02 TeV
(right). Our calculations for the “transport only” approach
are red crosses, and ALICE measurements [4] are black cir-
cles. The model observables are averaged over five thousand
fluctuating initial conditions.

prediction for the deuteron multiplicity and mean pT atp
sNN = 5.02 TeV is shown on the same figure. As is

the case for light hadrons, it is natural to expect our pre-
dictions for deuterons at 5.02 TeV to have very similar
agreement as for the 2.76 GeV results (see the “Transport
only” curve in Fig. 1) — that is, generally good agreement
except for an overestimated yield in central collisions.

The pT -differential v2 of deuterons in Pb-Pb collisions
at

p
sNN = 2.76 TeV and 5.02 TeV is described very

well for different collision centralities, as shown in Fig. 3.
The

p
sNN = 5.02 TeV v2 result was shown as a predic-

tion in the ALICE publication [4]. We evaluate the pT -
differential deuteron momentum anisotropy v2{2} using
the Q-cumulant method [49].

C. Sensitivity to medium properties

In this section, we explore the sensitivity of the
deuteron yield and mean transverse momentum to prop-

FIG. 4. Identified hadron multiplicity (top) and mean pT

(bottom) for Pb-Pb
p

sNN = 2.76 TeV as a function of
centrality, with (solid line) or without (dotted line) the
bulk viscous correction �fbulk in Cooper-Frye for all parti-
cles. Deuterons are produced at particlization and allowed
to dynamically form and be destroyed, corresponding to the
“Cooper-Frye+Transport” scenario discussed in Section III A.
Note that the effect of the viscous correction on pions, pro-
tons and other hadrons propagate to deuterons through the
transport phase. ALICE measurements [34, 44] are plotted
as black triangles.

erties of the hydrodynamic medium.
As discussed in Section II, deviations of the plasma

from local thermal equilibrium lead to modifications in
the corresponding hadronic momentum distribution from
Bose-Einstein or Fermi-Dirac. This “viscous correction”
to the equilibrium distribution function is related to the
magnitude of the bulk pressure. Its dependence on the
hadron mass depends on the model used to calculate the
viscous corrections. For the Grad model used in this
work, this viscous correction increases with the hadron
mass.5 As a result, heavy particles such as protons, neu-
trons, and especially deuterons might be expected to have
a higher sensitivity to bulk viscosity, compared to the ma-
jority of produced hadrons. Despite this, there has been

5 We note that systematic studies of the mass dependence of bulk
viscous corrections, and their effect on light nuclei production,
could help differentiate between different models of viscous cor-
rections.
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FIG. 8. The posterior density of single (diagonal) and joint
(off diagonal) marginal posterior distributions of the three
model parameters, calibrated to pion and proton observables
(shaded blue) or pion, proton and deuteron observables (un-
shaded red).

in central collisions, we expect our prediction for the ra-
tio of measured yields at 5.02 TeV and 2.76 TeV to be
more robust.

The main conclusion of this study is that deuteron
observables are particularly sensitive to bulk viscosity.
We have seen in Fig. 4 that when bulk viscous correc-
tions change the proton and neutron yield by 20–25%,
the deuteron yield can be changed by as much as 50%.
While the quantitative values for the bulk viscous cor-
rections quoted above are quite large — and might be
even pushing the multistage model to its limits [58–61]
— the stronger dependence on bulk viscosity of deuterons
compared to protons should be robust.

The fact that deuterons are sensitive to the bulk vis-
cous corrections has an interesting implication: proton
femtoscopic radii should also be sensitive to the bulk vis-
cosity. Indeed, a relation between proton femtoscopic
radii and coalescence has been explicitly demonstrated
recently [10].

The overall dependence of light nuclear observables on
bulk viscosity could be used to improve constraints on
this transport coefficient, as discussed in Section III C.
We have provided a preliminary constraint in Fig. 8; a
more robust constraint will require a better understand-
ing of the bulk viscosity in heavy ion collisions, in par-
ticular viscous corrections at the transition between hy-

drodynamics and transport.
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Blue: hadron observables only

Red: hadrons + deuterons
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EXTRA SLIDES

JETSCAPE CONTRIBUTIONS AT QUARK MATTER 2022

Talks
Yasuki Tachibana
T03, Tues 16:30
Comprehensive Study of Multi-scale Jet-medium Interaction
arXiv:2204.01163
Raymond Ehlers
T04, Wed 16:20
Bayesian analysis of QGP jet transport using multi-scale modeling applied to inclusive hadron and reconstructed
jet data

Posters
Christine Nattrass
Session 1 T04_2, Wed 17:30–18:30
Multi-scale probe of the jet-medium interaction via internal jet structure modification
Chathuranga Sirimanna
Session 2 T13, Wed 18:30–19:30
Photon-Jet correlations in central heavy-ion collisions with JETSCAPE
Abhijit Majumder
Session 2 T03, Wed 18:30–19:30
Comprehensive study of multi-scale jet-medium interaction
Arjun Sengupta
Session 2 T14_1, Wed 18:30–19:30
A Systematic Study of In-Medium Hadronization of Jet Showers with JETSCAPE and Hybrid Hadronization
Wenkai Fan
Session 3 T11_3, Fri 14:00–15:00
Heavy flavor production in heavy ion collisions with JETSCAPE
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